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This Is What Applause Looks Like
On Paper!

What Can I Expect To See In The
Saint Twins Show?

A small sample of testimonials & reviews that
the Saint Twins have received

You can expect full audience participation during the
Saint Twins 45-75 minute show where they demonstrate the amazing mysteries of twins & the human
mind.

"A smooth and confident speaker, Adrian's greatest talent
seems to be his ability to persuade...audience leaves with a
sense of wonder!"
- The Sacramento Bee Newspaper
“Keen insight into human nature...mind bending brothers
can get inside your head.”
- The Orange County Register Newspaper
“Wow, amazing! You accomplished everything I wanted!”
- Pasadena Tournament of Roses
"The two mysterious and delightfully entertaining twin
brothers...the Saint Twins are truly the next big thing...their
names in big lights in Vegas not too far in the future!"
- OCPC Magazine
“What they can do is entertain you, for once, this skeptic is
stumped, a foolish grin my only response.”
- Peter Larsen, Pop Culture Staff Writer, Orange Country
Register Newspaper
“When it comes to psychic entertainment, the Saint Twins
are as good as it gets. Incredibly talented, polished
performers, they bring their A game every time they hit the
stage. Their act is sure to astound and amaze anyone who is
lucky enough to see them in action and brings down the
house whether working a college or a corporate function. I
cannot recommend them more highly for your next event.”
-Gabe Abelson, Emmy Nominated Comedian,
Writer/Producer , The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, The
Late Show with David Letterman, Politically Incorrect
with Bill Maher & Late Night with Conan O' Brien.

Pick a thought -- any thought. The Saint Twins will tell you
what it is! Name of first loves, special dates or even the
exact amount of money in someone's pocket - it's no
challenge to the Saint Twins. If it is on your mind – the
Saint Twins can reveal these innermost thoughts. Your
audience will be entertained, motivated & astonished!

Entertainment That
Stimulates The Mind

John & Adrian

No secret assistants, electronics, or confederates are
used at anytime… SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
The Saint Twins receive absolutely ZERO information
before their performances. The names, numbers & innermost thoughts that they reveal are those actually held in the
minds of the audience -- all strangers to them. The Saint
Twins offer a 100% full refund of their fee to anyone
who can prove that there are stooges or secret assistants
planted in the audience. We are so confident that you will
be nothing less than thrilled with their show - that the
Saint Twins offer a money back guarantee.
The Saint Twins amazing TSP show is sure to leave your
audience amazed and thoroughly entertained.
Dates disappear fast, so call now & book the Saint Twins
for your next event and witness one of the most unique &
astonishing acts you'll ever see!

Booking Information Contact:

A Truly Unique, Astonishing
& Interactive Entertainment
Experience!

Saint Twins Bio

The world's first & only twin thought readers,
the Saint Twins (John & Adrian Saint) are definitely not
your typical set of twins. They capture the imagination of
their audiences with their ener-getic and unique
presentation of mental abilities they call "TSP" (Twin
Sensory Perception). John & Adrian have always been
fascinated with the human mind and how it creates reality
and meaning. Being twins they grew up close to each other
and sharing similar interests, they started to study and read
numerous books in the areas of psychology, magic,
influence, persuasion, hypnosis, linguistics, intuition, NLP,
statistics, percep-tual manipulation, theater, comedy, ESP,
acting and verbal / non-verbal communication, to create the
baffling skills they demon-strate on stage.
The Saint Twins' performance style is anything but
conventional. They prefer to be called "Mentalist, Twin
Sensory Perceptionist, or Thought Readers." Using no
secret assistants or electronics, they work with random
people and their minds to create mind-blowing and
impossible demonstrations that leave people enter-tained
and mystified. During their performance, John and Adrian
communicate telepathically with each other, secret
thoughts are revealed, objects are caused to move with the
power of their minds and amazing predictions made before
the event are revealed to be mysteriously accurate. In 2004
MTV filmed a documentary about their unique skills and
their lives as twins. They were selected nationwide from
over 1000 sets of twins. The show aired nation-ally and
garnered rave reviews! While in college, Adrian caused a
major stir in his community when he predicted the results
of Super Bowl XL one week before the game was played
and received numerous press and media attention. It caused
such a stir on his campus that people accused him of
having strange powers, but the only powers The Saint
Twins claim are the powers of knowledge, twin intuition
and hard work
John & Adrian are devoted life time learners and college
gradu-ates. John holds a BA in Psychology from UC
Riverside, while Adrian has a MBA in marketing from
Argosy University and a BA from UC Davis in SociologyOrganizational Studies and Communicatio
.
When the Saint Twins are not performing they can be
found doing the normal things that most people their age
do, but they truly feel at home when they are entertaining.
They are unique, young, fresh and enjoy being a brother to
brother mind reading team for their brand of mystery
entertainment.

Clients

Some of the companies and
schools we've performed for...
MTV UC Davis Washington
State University Pasadena
Tournament of Roses Chase Bank
Laguna Cliffs Marriott Resort
Motorcar Parts of America Wells
Fargo University of La Verne
Best Buddies of California
Whittier College Saddleback
College Farmers Insurance
Poptent and many more...

10 Reasons To Hire
The Saint Twins
1) The Saint Twins will make you look like a hero to your
peers and boss. They will come up to you after the event
and tell you how much fun they had!
2) The Saint Twins offer not one, but TWO guarantees.
First, if you are not happy with their performance, you
will get the show for absolutely free. But that's not all,
check out their second guarantee. The Saint Twins will
mail you or your committee a prediction about a
demonstration that will occur during their performance
weeks before the event. During their performance, the
prediction will be opened. (The prediction will be
handled by you or a random audience member, the Saint
Twins WON'T EVEN TOUCH THE PREDICTION!). If
the prediction isn't 100% accurate, the Saint Twins will
forfeit their fee. NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
3) The Saint Twins will help you make sure planning your
event will be easy and hassle free. They will help you make
it a lot less stressful and give you piece of mind so you can
relax and have fun at your event.
4) The Saint Twins are absolutely unique! You won't find
an act like them anywhere else in the world! They will
bring a fresh, exciting and different experience to your
event instead of the same old boring entertainment your
guests have seen hundreds of times.
5) The Saint Twins are easy to work with and very
personable. No egos!
6) You are looking to get the best entertainment value for
your money.
7) Unlike some entertainers who are hard to reach and
unprofes-sional, The Saint Twins will give you outstanding
customer service. Your questions, telephone calls and
emails will be an-swered professionally and promptly.
8) The Saints Twins can customize their performances to
meet your specific needs and goals.
9) The Saint Twins TSP performance is fun, captivating,
astonish-ing and absolutely interactive. Your audience will
be on the edge of their seats after the first minutes.
10) The Saint Twins will make your attendees and VIP the
real stars of your event.

